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Object-Oriented Analysis and Design
Principles of Computer System Design is the first
textbook to take a principles-based approach to the
computer system design. It identifies, examines, and
illustrates fundamental concepts in computer system
design that are common across operating systems,
networks, database systems, distributed systems,
programming languages, software engineering,
security, fault tolerance, and architecture. Through
carefully analyzed case studies from each of these
disciplines, it demonstrates how to apply these
concepts to tackle practical system design problems.
To support the focus on design, the text identifies and
explains abstractions that have proven successful in
practice such as remote procedure call, client/service
organization, file systems, data integrity, consistency,
and authenticated messages. Most computer systems
are built using a handful of such abstractions. The
text describes how these abstractions are
implemented, demonstrates how they are used in
different systems, and prepares the reader to apply
them in future designs. The book is recommended for
junior and senior undergraduate students in
Operating Systems, Distributed Systems, Distributed
Operating Systems and/or Computer Systems Design
courses; and professional computer systems
designers. Features: Concepts of computer system
design guided by fundamental principles. Crosscutting approach that identifies abstractions common
to networking, operating systems, transaction
systems, distributed systems, architecture, and
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software engineering. Case studies that make the
abstractions real: naming (DNS and the URL); file
systems (the UNIX file system); clients and services
(NFS); virtualization (virtual machines); scheduling
(disk arms); security (TLS). Numerous pseudocode
fragments that provide concrete examples of abstract
concepts. Extensive support. The authors and MIT
OpenCourseWare provide on-line, free of charge,
open educational resources, including additional
chapters, course syllabi, board layouts and slides,
lecture videos, and an archive of lecture schedules,
class assignments, and design projects.

Software Engineering
Model-Driven Software Engineering in
Practice
Technology and organizations co-evolve, as is
illustrated by the growth of information and
communication technology (ICT) and global software
engineering (GSE). Technology has enabled the
development of innovations in GSE. The literature on
GSE has emphasized the role of the organization at
the expense of technology. This book explores the
role of technology in the evolution of globally
distributed software engineering. To date, the role of
the organization has been examined in coordinating
GSE activities because of the prevalence of the logic
of rationality (i.e., the efficiency ethos, mechanical
methods, and mathematical analysis) and
indeterminacy (i.e., the effectiveness ethos, natural
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methods, and functional analysis). This logic neglects
the coordination role of ICT. However, GSE itself is an
organizational mode that is technology-begotten,
technology-dominated, and technology-driven, as is
its coordination. GSE is a direct reflection of ICT
innovation, change, and use, yet research into the
role technology of GSE has been neglected. Global
Software Engineering: Virtualization and Coordination
considers existing fragmented explanations and
perspectives in GSE research, poses new questions
about GSE, and proposes a framework based on the
logic of virtuality (i.e., creativity ethos, electrical
methods, and technological analysis) rather than of
rationality and indeterminacy. Virtuality is the primary
perspective in this book’s comprehensive study of
GSE. The book concludes with an integrated
explanation of GSE coordination made possible
through ICT connectivity and capitalization.

Web Engineering: A Practitioner's
Approach
Introduction to Sports Biomechanics has been
developed to introduce you to the core topics covered
in the first two years of your degree. It will give you a
sound grounding in both the theoretical and practical
aspects of the subject. Part One covers the
anatomical and mechanical foundations of
biomechanics and Part Two concentrates on the
measuring techniques which sports biomechanists
use to study the movements of the sports performer.
In addition, the book is highly illustrated with line
drawings and photographs which help to reinforce
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explanations and examples.

Principles of Computer System Design
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the
bound book. Intended for introductory and advanced
courses in software engineering. The ninth edition of
Software Engineering presents a broad perspective of
software engineering, focusing on the processes and
techniques fundamental to the creation of reliable,
software systems. Increased coverage of agile
methods and software reuse, along with coverage of
'traditional' plan-driven software engineering, gives
readers the most up-to-date view of the field currently
available. Practical case studies, a full set of easy-toaccess supplements, and extensive web resources
make teaching the course easier than ever. The book
is now structured into four parts: 1: Introduction to
Software Engineering 2: Dependability and Security 3:
Advanced Software Engineering 4: Software
Engineering Management

Object-oriented Software Engineering
The field of Chemical Engineering and its link to
computer science is in constant evolution and new
engineers have a variety of tools at their disposal to
tackle their everyday problems. Introduction to
Software for Chemical Engineers, Second Edition
provides a quick guide to the use of various computer
packages for chemical engineering applications. It
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covers a range of software applications from Excel
and general mathematical packages such as MATLAB
and MathCAD to process simulators, CHEMCAD and
ASPEN, equation-based modeling languages, gProms,
optimization software such as GAMS and AIMS, and
specialized software like CFD or DEM codes. The
different packages are introduced and applied to
solve typical problems in fluid mechanics, heat and
mass transfer, mass and energy balances, unit
operations, reactor engineering, process and
equipment design and control. This new edition offers
a wider view of packages including open source
software such as R, Python and Julia. It also includes
complete examples in ASPEN Plus, adds ANSYS Fluent
to CFD codes, Lingo to the optimization packages, and
discusses Engineering Equation Solver. It offers a
global idea of the capabilities of the software used in
the chemical engineering field and provides examples
for solving real-world problems. Written by leading
experts, this book is a must-have reference for
chemical engineers looking to grow in their careers
through the use of new and improving computer
software. Its user-friendly approach to simulation and
optimization as well as its example-based
presentation of the software, makes it a perfect
teaching tool for both undergraduate and master
levels.

Object-Oriented Software Engineering
Using UML, Patterns, and Java: Pearson
New International Edition
IPCC Report on sources, capture, transport, and
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storage of CO2, for researchers, policy-makers and
engineers.

Industrial Software Applications
This book covers the essential knowledge and skills
needed by a student who is specializing in software
engineering. Readers will learn principles of object
orientation, software development, software
modeling, software design, requirements analysis,
and testing. The use of the Unified Modelling
Language to develop software is taught in depth.
Many concepts are illustrated using complete
examples, with code written in Java.

Software Engineering
This is the eagerly-anticipated revision to one of the
seminal books in the field of software architecture
which clearly defines and explains the topic.

Computer Simulation
The fourth edition of Principles of Information Security
explores the field of information security and
assurance with updated content including new
innovations in technology and methodologies.
Students will revel in the comprehensive coverage
that includes a historical overview of information
security, discussions on risk management and
security technology, current certification information,
and more. The text builds on internationallyrecognized standards and bodies of knowledge to
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provide the knowledge and skills students need for
their future roles as business decision-makers.
Information security in the modern organization is a
management issue which technology alone cannot
answer; it is a problem that has important economic
consequences for which management will be held
accountable. Students can feel confident that they are
using a standards-based, content-driven resource to
prepare for their work in the field. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Systems Analysis & Design
Fundamentals
Extensively class-tested, this textbook takes an
innovative approach to software testing: it defines
testing as the process of applying a few well-defined,
general-purpose test criteria to a structure or model
of the software. It incorporates the latest innovations
in testing, including techniques to test modern types
of software such as OO, web applications, and
embedded software. The book contains numerous
examples throughout. An instructor's solution manual,
PowerPoint slides, sample syllabi, additional examples
and updates, testing tools for students, and example
software programs in Java are available on an
extensive website.

Introduction to Sports Biomechanics
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Software Quality Engineering
TRB's Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP)
Report 25, Airport Passenger Terminal Planning and
Design comprises a guidebook, spreadsheet models,
and a user's guide in two volumes and a CD-ROM
intended to provide guidance in planning and
developing airport passenger terminals and to assist
users in analyzing common issues related to airport
terminal planning and design. Volume 1 of ACRP
Report 25 explores the passenger terminal planning
process and provides, in a single reference document,
the important criteria and requirements needed to
help address emerging trends and develop potential
solutions for airport passenger terminals. Volume 1
addresses the airside, terminal building, and landside
components of the terminal complex. Volume 2 of
ACRP Report 25 consists of a CD-ROM containing 11
spreadsheet models, which include practical learning
exercises and several airport-specific sample data
sets to assist users in determining appropriate model
inputs for their situations, and a user's guide to assist
the user in the correct use of each model. The models
on the CD-ROM include such aspects of terminal
planning as design hour determination, gate demand,
check-in and passenger and baggage screening,
which require complex analyses to support planning
decisions. The CD-ROM is also available for download
from TRB's website as an ISO image.

Software Engineering
For courses in computer science and software
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engineering The Fundamental Practice of Software
Engineering Software Engineering introduces readers
to the overwhelmingly important subject of software
programming and development. In the past few
years, computer systems have come to dominate not
just our technological growth, but the foundations of
our world's major industries. This text seeks to lay out
the fundamental concepts of this huge and
continually growing subject area in a clear and
comprehensive manner. The Tenth Edition contains
new information that highlights various technological
updates of recent years, providing readers with highly
relevant and current information. Sommerville's
experience in system dependability and systems
engineering guides the text through a traditional planbased approach that incorporates some novel agile
methods. The text strives to teach the innovators of
tomorrow how to create software that will make our
world a better, safer, and more advanced place to
live.

Software Testing and Analysis
In clear and straightforward language, Medical
Coding: What It Is and How It Works, Second Edition
provides an overview of the evolution of medical
coding and all the various coding systems, how they
relate, and how they function. Reasoning and
consequences of the delayed ICD-10 implementation
are explained along with a sound overview of the
ICD-10-CM and PCS classification systems. For those
contemplating a career in the coding field, this book is
ideal as a basic orientation. Other individuals in
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healthcare management and administration will also
benefit from a basic understanding of how coding
works. Unlike other publications that focus only on
coding, this book integrates coding guidelines and
principles into the billing and reimbursement process,
giving the student a more practical foundation in the
rationale for correct coding. Healthcare fraud and
abuse is addressed as well, to assure that readers
understand ethical concerns inherent in coding for
reimbursement. Instructor Resources: Instructor's
Manual, PowerPoint slides, Test Bank

Mechanics of Composite Materials,
Second Edition
Praise for the first edition: “This excellent text will be
useful to everysystem engineer (SE) regardless of the
domain. It covers ALLrelevant SE material and does so
in a very clear, methodicalfashion. The breadth and
depth of the author's presentation ofSE principles and
practices is outstanding.” –Philip Allen This textbook
presents a comprehensive, step-by-step guide
toSystem Engineering analysis, design, and
development via anintegrated set of concepts,
principles, practices, andmethodologies. The methods
presented in this text apply to any typeof human
system -- small, medium, and large organizational
systemsand system development projects delivering
engineered systems orservices across multiple
business sectors such as medical,transportation,
financial, educational, governmental, aerospace
anddefense, utilities, political, and charity, among
others. Provides a common focal point for
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“bridgingthe gap” between and unifying System
Users, System Acquirers,multi-discipline System
Engineering, and Project, Functional, andExecutive
Management education, knowledge, and decisionmaking fordeveloping systems, products, or services
Each chapter provides definitions of key
terms,guiding principles, examples, author’s notes,
real-worldexamples, and exercises, which highlight
and reinforce key SE&Dconcepts and practices
Addresses concepts employed in ModelBasedSystems Engineering (MBSE), Model-Driven
Design (MDD), UnifiedModeling Language (UMLTM) /
Systems Modeling Language(SysMLTM), and
Agile/Spiral/V-Model Development such asuser needs,
stories, and use cases analysis;
specificationdevelopment; system architecture
development; User-Centric SystemDesign (UCSD);
interface definition & control; systemintegration &
test; and Verification & Validation(V&V)
Highlights/introduces a new 21st Century
SystemsEngineering & Development (SE&D)
paradigm that is easy tounderstand and implement.
Provides practices that are critical stagingpoints for
technical decision making such as Technical
StrategyDevelopment; Life Cycle requirements;
Phases, Modes, & States;SE Process; Requirements
Derivation; System ArchitectureDevelopment, UserCentric System Design (UCSD); EngineeringStandards,
Coordinate Systems, and Conventions; et al.
Thoroughly illustrated, with end-of-chapter exercises
andnumerous case studies and examples, Systems
EngineeringAnalysis, Design, and Development,
Second Edition is a primarytextbook for multidiscipline, engineering, system analysis, andproject
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management undergraduate/graduate level students
and avaluable reference for professionals.

Whole System Design
This work has been updated to include chapters on
Web engineering and component-based software
engineering. It provides a greater emphasis on UML,
in-depth coverage of testing and metrics for objectorientated systems and discussion about
management and tehcnical topics in software
engineering.

Software Engineering
Whole System Design is increasingly being seen as
one of the most cost-effective ways to both increase
the productivity and reduce the negative
environmental impacts of an engineered system. A
focus on design is critical as the output from this
stage of the project locks in most of the economic and
environmental performance of the designed system
throughout its life which can span from a few years to
many decades. Indeed it is now widely acknowledged
that all designers - particularly engineers architects
and industrial designers - need to be able to
understand and implement a whole system design
approach. This book provides a clear design
methodology based on leading efforts in the field and
is supported by worked examples that demonstrate
how advances in energy materials and water
productivity can be achieved through applying an
integrated approach to sustainable engineering.
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Chapters 1-5 outline the approach and explain how it
can be implemented to enhance the established
Systems Engineering framework. Chapters 6-10
demonstrate through detailed worked examples the
application of the approach to industrial pumping
systems passenger vehicles electronics and computer
systems temperature control of buildings and
domestic water systems. Published with The Natural
Edge Project the World Federation of Engineering
Organizations UNESCO and the Australian
Government.

Improving Diagnosis in Health Care
and content management. Whether you're an
industry practitioner or intend to become one, Web
Engineering: A Practitioner's Approach can help you
meet the challenge of the next generation of Webbased systems and applications." --Book Jacket.

Principles of Information Security
"If you're looking for solid, easy-to-follow advice on
estimation, requirements gathering, managing
change, and more, you can stop now: this is the book
for you."--Scott Berkun, Author of The Art of Project
Management What makes software projects succeed?
It takes more than a good idea and a team of talented
programmers. A project manager needs to know how
to guide the team through the entire software project.
There are common pitfalls that plague all software
projects and rookie mistakes that are made
repeatedly--sometimes by the same people! Avoiding
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these pitfalls is not hard, but it is not necessarily
intuitive. Luckily, there are tried and true techniques
that can help any project manager. In Applied
Software Project Management, Andrew Stellman and
Jennifer Greene provide you with tools, techniques,
and practices that you can use on your own projects
right away. This book supplies you with the
information you need to diagnose your team's
situation and presents practical advice to help you
achieve your goal of building better software. Topics
include: Planning a software project Helping a team
estimate its workload Building a schedule Gathering
software requirements and creating use cases
Improving programming with refactoring, unit testing,
and version control Managing an outsourced project
Testing software Jennifer Greene and Andrew
Stellman have been building software together since
1998. Andrew comes from a programming
background and has managed teams of requirements
analysts, designers, and developers. Jennifer has a
testing background and has managed teams of
architects, developers, and testers. She has led
multiple large-scale outsourced projects. Between the
two of them, they have managed every aspect of
software development. They have worked in a wide
range of industries, including finance,
telecommunications, media, nonprofit, entertainment,
natural-language processing, science, and academia.
For more information about them and this book, visit
stellman-greene.com

The Goal
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Table of contents

Software Testing and Quality Assurance
A complete introduction to building robust and
reliable software Beginning Software Engineering
demystifies the software engineering methodologies
and techniques that professional developers use to
design and build robust, efficient, and consistently
reliable software. Free of jargon and assuming no
previous programming, development, or management
experience, this accessible guide explains important
concepts and techniques that can be applied to any
programming language. Each chapter ends with
exercises that let you test your understanding and
help you elaborate on the chapter's main concepts.
Everything you need to understand waterfall, Sashimi,
agile, RAD, Scrum, Kanban, Extreme Programming,
and many other development models is inside!
Describes in plain English what software engineering
is Explains the roles and responsibilities of team
members working on a software engineering project
Outlines key phases that any software engineering
effort must handle to produce applications that are
powerful and dependable Details the most popular
software development methodologies and explains
the different ways they handle critical development
tasks Incorporates exercises that expand upon each
chapter's main ideas Includes an extensive glossary
of software engineering terms

Computer Applications In Mechanical
Engineering
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Teaches readers how to test and analyze software to
achieve an acceptable level of quality at an
acceptable cost Readers will be able to minimize
software failures, increase quality, and effectively
manage costs Covers techniques that are suitable for
near-term application, with sufficient technical
background to indicate how and when to apply them
Provides balanced coverage of software testing &
analysis approaches By incorporating modern topics
and strategies, this book will be the standard softwaretesting textbook

Metrics and Models in Software Quality
Engineering
A superior primer on software testing and quality
assurance, from integration to execution and
automation This important new work fills the pressing
need for a user-friendly text that aims to provide
software engineers, software quality professionals,
software developers, and students with the
fundamental developments in testing theory and
common testing practices. Software Testing and
Quality Assurance: Theory and Practice equips
readers with a solid understanding of: Practices that
support the production of quality software Software
testing techniques Life-cycle models for requirements,
defects, test cases, and test results Process models
for units, integration, system, and acceptance testing
How to build test teams, including recruiting and
retaining test engineers Quality Models, Capability
Maturity Model, Testing Maturity Model, and Test
Process Improvement Model Expertly balancing
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theory with practice, and complemented with an
abundance of pedagogical tools, including test
questions, examples, teaching suggestions, and
chapter summaries, this book is a valuable, selfcontained tool for professionals and an ideal
introductory text for courses in software testing,
quality assurance, and software engineering.

Computer Networks
Computer Networks: A Systems Approach, Fifth
Edition, explores the key principles of computer
networking, with examples drawn from the real world
of network and protocol design. Using the Internet as
the primary example, this best-selling and classic
textbook explains various protocols and networking
technologies. The systems-oriented approach
encourages students to think about how individual
network components fit into a larger, complex system
of interactions. This book has a completely updated
content with expanded coverage of the topics of
utmost importance to networking professionals and
students, including P2P, wireless, network security,
and network applications such as e-mail and the Web,
IP telephony and video streaming, and peer-to-peer
file sharing. There is now increased focus on
application layer issues where innovative and exciting
research and design is currently the center of
attention. Other topics include network design and
architecture; the ways users can connect to a
network; the concepts of switching, routing, and
internetworking; end-to-end protocols; congestion
control and resource allocation; and end-to-end data.
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Each chapter includes a problem statement, which
introduces issues to be examined; shaded sidebars
that elaborate on a topic or introduce a related
advanced topic; What’s Next? discussions that deal
with emerging issues in research, the commercial
world, or society; and exercises. This book is written
for graduate or upper-division undergraduate classes
in computer networking. It will also be useful for
industry professionals retraining for network-related
assignments, as well as for network practitioners
seeking to understand the workings of network
protocols and the big picture of networking.
Completely updated content with expanded coverage
of the topics of utmost importance to networking
professionals and students, including P2P, wireless,
security, and applications Increased focus on
application layer issues where innovative and exciting
research and design is currently the center of
attention Free downloadable network simulation
software and lab experiments manual available

Medical Coding
The one resource needed to create reliable software
This text offers a comprehensive and integrated
approach tosoftware quality engineering. By following
the author's clearguidance, readers learn how to
master the techniques to producehigh-quality, reliable
software, regardless of the softwaresystem's level of
complexity. The first part of the publication introduces
major topics insoftware quality engineering and
presents quality planning as anintegral part of the
process. Providing readers with a solidfoundation in
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key concepts and practices, the book moves on
tooffer in-depth coverage of software testing as a
primary means toensure software quality; alternatives
for quality assurance,including defect prevention,
process improvement, inspection,formal verification,
fault tolerance, safety assurance, and damagecontrol;
and measurement and analysis to close the feedback
loopfor quality assessment and quantifiable
improvement. The text's approach and style evolved
from the author's hands-onexperience in the
classroom. All the pedagogical tools needed
tofacilitate quick learning are provided: * Figures and
tables that clarify concepts and provide quick
topicsummaries * Examples that illustrate how theory
is applied in real-worldsituations * Comprehensive
bibliography that leads to in-depth discussion
ofspecialized topics * Problem sets at the end of each
chapter that test readers'knowledge This is a superior
textbook for software engineering, computerscience,
information systems, and electrical engineering
students,and a dependable reference for software and
computer professionalsand engineers.

Global Software Engineering
For one-semester courses in software engineering.
Introduces software engineering techniques for
developing software products and apps With
Engineering Software Products, author Ian
Sommerville takes a unique approach to teaching
software engineering and focuses on the type of
software products and apps that are familiar to
students, rather than focusing on project-based
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techniques. Written in an informal style, this book
focuses on software engineering techniques that are
relevant for software product engineering. Topics
covered include personas and scenarios, cloud-based
software, microservices, security and privacy and
DevOps. The text is designed for students taking their
first course in software engineering with experience in
programming using a modern programming language
such as Java, Python or Ruby.

Introduction to Software Testing
In 1997, Dr. Kaw introduced the first edition of
Mechanics of Composite Materials, receiving high
praise for its comprehensive scope and detailed
examples. He also introduced the groundbreaking
PROMAL software, a valuable tool for designing and
analyzing structures made of composite materials.
Updated and expanded to reflect recent advances in
the field, this Second Edition retains all of the features
-- logical, streamlined organization; thorough
coverage; and self-contained treatment -- that made
the first edition a bestseller. The book begins with a
question-and-answer style introduction to composite
materials, including fresh material on new
applications. The remainder of the book discusses
macromechanical analysis of both individual lamina
and laminate materials; micromechanical analysis of
lamina including elasticity based models; failure,
analysis, and design of laminates; and symmetrical
and nonsymmetrical beams (new chapter). New
examples and derivations are included in the chapters
on micromechanical and macromechanical analysis of
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lamina, and the design chapter contains two new
examples: design of a pressure vessel and design of a
drive shaft. The author also adds key terms and a
summary to each chapter. The most current PROMAL
software is available via the author's often-updated
Web site, along with new multiple-choice questions.
With superior tools and complete coverage,
Mechanics of Composite Materials, Second Edition
makes it easier than ever to integrate composite
materials into your designs with confidence. For
instructions on downloading the associated PROMAL
software, please visit http://www.autarkaw.com/books
/composite/promaldownload.html.

Software Architecture in Practice
The orderly Sweet-Williams are dismayed at their
son's fondness for the messy pastime of gardening.

Orbital Mechanics for Engineering
Students
This book comprehensively covers the ISO 9000-3
requirements. IT also provides a substantial portion of
the body of knowledge required for the CSQE
(Certified Software Quality Engineer) as outlined by
the ASQ (American Quality Engineer) as outlined by
the ASQ (American Society for Quality).

Software Engineering
Object-oriented analysis and design (OOAD) has over
the years, become a vast field, encompassing such
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diverse topics as design process and principles,
documentation tools, refactoring, and design and
architectural patterns. For most students the learning
experience is incomplete without implementation.
This new textbook provides a comprehensive
introduction to OOAD. The salient points of its
coverage are: • A sound footing on object-oriented
concepts such as classes, objects, interfaces,
inheritance, polymorphism, dynamic linking, etc. • A
good introduction to the stage of requirements
analysis. • Use of UML to document user
requirements and design. • An extensive treatment of
the design process. • Coverage of implementation
issues. • Appropriate use of design and architectural
patterns. • Introduction to the art and craft of
refactoring. • Pointers to resources that further the
reader’s knowledge. All the main case-studies used
for this book have been implemented by the authors
using Java. The text is liberally peppered with
snippets of code, which are short and fairly selfexplanatory and easy to read. Familiarity with a Javalike syntax and a broad understanding of the
structure of Java would be helpful in using the book to
its full potential.

Airport Passenger Terminal Planning and
Design: Guidebook
This book is written for engineering students and
working professionals. Technical professionals are
increasingly involved in IT issues, such as
implementing IT systems, managing them, and taking
part in requirements analysis/vendor selection. In this
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book, the basics of production planning systems (PPS)
are covered, as well as their implementation in ERPSystems like SAP. Readers also learn the basics of
practical IT management and software creation
through detailed, real-world examples. The book
serves as a full 5 ECTS study module, which fits into
any engineering curriculum. 150 multiple-choice
quizzes, practical exercises and a text filled with
experiential examples make it a convenient choice for
selfstudy and for classroom use.

Introduction to Software for Chemical
Engineers, Second Edition
For courses in Software Engineering, Software
Development, or Object-Oriented Design and Analysis
at the Junior/Senior or Graduate level. This text can
also be utilized in short technical courses or in short,
intensive management courses. Shows students how
to use both the principles of software engineering and
the practices of various object-oriented tools,
processes, and products. Using a step-by-step case
study to illustrate the concepts and topics in each
chapter, Bruegge and Dutoit emphasize learning
object-oriented software engineer through practical
experience: students can apply the techniques
learned in class by implementing a real-world
software project. The third edition addresses new
trends, in particular agile project management
(Chapter 14 Project Management) and agile
methodologies (Chapter 16 Methodologies).

Engineering Software Products
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Orbital Mechanics for Engineering Students, Second
Edition, provides an introduction to the basic concepts
of space mechanics. These include vector kinematics
in three dimensions; Newton’s laws of motion and
gravitation; relative motion; the vector-based solution
of the classical two-body problem; derivation of
Kepler’s equations; orbits in three dimensions;
preliminary orbit determination; and orbital
maneuvers. The book also covers relative motion and
the two-impulse rendezvous problem; interplanetary
mission design using patched conics; rigid-body
dynamics used to characterize the attitude of a space
vehicle; satellite attitude dynamics; and the
characteristics and design of multi-stage launch
vehicles. Each chapter begins with an outline of key
concepts and concludes with problems that are based
on the material covered. This text is written for
undergraduates who are studying orbital mechanics
for the first time and have completed courses in
physics, dynamics, and mathematics, including
differential equations and applied linear algebra.
Graduate students, researchers, and experienced
practitioners will also find useful review materials in
the book. NEW: Reorganized and improved discusions
of coordinate systems, new discussion on
perturbations and quarternions NEW: Increased
coverage of attitude dynamics, including new Matlab
algorithms and examples in chapter 10 New examples
and homework problems

Software Quality Assurance
Alex Rogo is a harried plant manager working ever
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more desperately to try and improve performance.
His factory is rapidly heading for disaster. So is his
marriage. He has ninety days to save his plant - or it
will be closed by corporate HQ, with hundreds of job
losses. It takes a chance meeting with a colleague
from student days - Jonah - to help him break out of
conventional ways of thinking to see what needs to be
done. Described by Fortune as a 'guru to industry' and
by Businessweek as a 'genius', Eliyahu M. Goldratt
was an internationally recognized leader in the
development of new business management concepts
and systems. This 20th anniversary edition includes a
series of detailed case study interviews by David
Whitford, Editor at Large, Fortune Small Business,
which explore how organizations around the world
have been transformed by Eli Goldratt's ideas. The
story of Alex's fight to save his plant contains a
serious message for all managers in industry and
explains the ideas which underline the Theory of
Constraints (TOC) developed by Eli Goldratt. Written
in a fast-paced thriller style, The Goal is the gripping
novel which is transforming management thinking
throughout the Western world. It is a book to
recommend to your friends in industry - even to your
bosses - but not to your competitors!

System Engineering Analysis, Design,
and Development
Systems Analysis & Design Fundamentals: A Business
Process Redesign Approach uniquely integrates
traditional and modern systems analysis with design
methods and techniques. By using a business process
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redesign approach, author Ned Kock enables readers
to understand, in a very applied and practical way,
how information technologies can be used to
significantly improve organizational quality and
productivity.

Applied Software Project Management
This book discusses how model-based approaches can
improve the daily practice of software professionals.
This is known as Model-Driven Software Engineering
(MDSE) or, simply, Model-Driven Engineering (MDE).
MDSE practices have proved to increase efficiency
and effectiveness in software development, as
demonstrated by various quantitative and qualitative
studies. MDSE adoption in the software industry is
foreseen to grow exponentially in the near future,
e.g., due to the convergence of software development
and business analysis. The aim of this book is to
provide you with an agile and flexible tool to
introduce you to the MDSE world, thus allowing you to
quickly understand its basic principles and techniques
and to choose the right set of MDSE instruments for
your needs so that you can start to benefit from MDSE
right away. The book is organized into two main parts.
The first part discusses the foundations of MDSE in
terms of basic concepts (i.e., models and
transformations), driving principles, application
scenarios, and current standards, like the well-known
MDA initiative proposed by OMG (Object Management
Group) as well as the practices on how to integrate
MDSE in existing development processes. The second
part deals with the technical aspects of MDSE,
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spanning from the basics on when and how to build a
domain-specific modeling language, to the description
of Model-to-Text and Model-to-Model transformations,
and the tools that support the management of MDSE
projects. The second edition of the book features: a
set of completely new topics, including: full example
of the creation of a new modeling language (IFML),
discussion of modeling issues and approaches in
specific domains, like business process modeling,
user interaction modeling, and enterprise architecture
complete revision of examples, figures, and text, for
improving readability, understandability, and
coherence better formulation of definitions,
dependencies between concepts and ideas addition of
a complete index of book content In addition to the
contents of the book, more resources are provided on
the book's website http://www.mdse-book.com,
including the examples presented in the book.

Beginning Software Engineering
Getting the right diagnosis is a key aspect of health
care - it provides an explanation of a patient's health
problem and informs subsequent health care
decisions. The diagnostic process is a complex,
collaborative activity that involves clinical reasoning
and information gathering to determine a patient's
health problem. According to Improving Diagnosis in
Health Care, diagnostic errors-inaccurate or delayed
diagnoses-persist throughout all settings of care and
continue to harm an unacceptable number of
patients. It is likely that most people will experience
at least one diagnostic error in their lifetime,
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sometimes with devastating consequences.
Diagnostic errors may cause harm to patients by
preventing or delaying appropriate treatment,
providing unnecessary or harmful treatment, or
resulting in psychological or financial repercussions.
The committee concluded that improving the
diagnostic process is not only possible, but also
represents a moral, professional, and public health
imperative. Improving Diagnosis in Health Care a
continuation of the landmark Institute of Medicine
reports To Err Is Human (2000) and Crossing the
Quality Chasm (2001) finds that diagnosis-and, in
particular, the occurrence of diagnostic errorsâ€"has
been largely unappreciated in efforts to improve the
quality and safety of health care. Without a dedicated
focus on improving diagnosis, diagnostic errors will
likely worsen as the delivery of health care and the
diagnostic process continue to increase in complexity.
Just as the diagnostic process is a collaborative
activity, improving diagnosis will require collaboration
and a widespread commitment to change among
health care professionals, health care organizations,
patients and their families, researchers, and policy
makers. The recommendations of Improving
Diagnosis in Health Care contribute to the growing
momentum for change in this crucial area of health
care quality and safety.

Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage
Computer simulation is an effective and popular
universal tool that can be applied to almost all
disciplines. Requiring only basic knowledge of
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programming, mathematics, and probability theory,
Computer Simulation: A Foundational Approach Using
Python takes a hands-on approach to programming to
introduce the fundamentals of computer simulation.
The main target of the book is computer science and
engineering students who are interested mainly in
directly applying the techniques to their research
problems. The book will be of great interest to senior
undergraduate and starting graduate students in the
fields of computer science and engineering and
industrial engineering.

The Mythical Man-month
The book includes the following chapters 1. Computer
Applications Overview 2. M.S. Power Point 3. M.S.
Access 4. Programming Fundamentals 5. C++
Programming 6. Demonstration of CNC Machines
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